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What is the problem?  
 
The higher the prices, the more direct payments are windfall profits for certain sectors of the food 

economy. The public subsidies are not only unnecessary in such a situation, but they can also become 

damaging. The CAP needs a mechanism to balance its internal system with international responsibility in 

times of high world market prices for agricultural products. 

 
The direct payments of CAP were introduced in 1992 in order to compensate farmers for the drastic price 

reductions resulting from the McSharry reform. Today, however, it is hard to justify to the public that 38 

billion Euros per year are used to compensate for a policy induced price decline to producers 18 years ago.  

 

Over time, the logic has shifted. The direct payments are now justified as being a general safety net 

against risks and volatility. However, a section of agricultural entrepreneurs has developed with the 

support from governments which is highly competitive and effective. In addition, the European 

agriculture has evolved as one of the two world biggest agricultural exporter, having successfully gained 

considerable market shares in certain food market segments. 

 

Current situation 
 
Windfall profits  

The CAP support system is not linked to any changes in world market prices for agricultural products. 

World market prices, however, are rather quickly transmitted to European farm gates. This means that EU 

farmers are immediately negatively affected when world market prices for agricultural products fall. 

When world market prices rise, farmers benefit twice, once from better returns in the market place and 

once from the ongoing direct payments. The higher the prices, the more direct payments are windfall 

profits for the farming sector.
 1
 Long term projections for market developments expect rising agricultural 

                                                 
1
 Thus in 2007/2008, when world cereal prices increased by 140 % and growing grains became a lucrative business 

in Europe, the farmers received on top of the profits they made from selling wheat, oats and barley the area payment 

and other direct subsidies, which amounted for instance to 366 to 383 € per hectare in Germany (see Appendix A). 

6 Indexation: Linking world market prices to direct payments and 
food aid  
 
This paper forms part of a series of six briefings on the reform process of the Common 
Agricultural Policy of the EU looking at (1) International responsibility of CAP, (2) Trade 
Defence Measures, (3) Preventing dumping, (4) EU imports of animal feed, (5) Standards 
and (6) Indexation of direct payments. It aims to address issues of concern that to date have 
not received sufficient attention in the CAP debates and the decision-making fora. It is 
intended to influence the policy and position of the EU on CAP towards 2020 and to inform 
the public debate on the external impact of the CAP and on what is at stake for developing 
countries. 
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prices. The trend in 2010 is confirming this. The 2006-2008 surges indicate a potentially new and lasting 

situation. The CAP reform needs to answer the question whether and, if yes, when it is time to stop area 

payments. 

 

Overreactions and more volatile prices  

For farmers, this “double benefit” is a mixed blessing since direct payments are not only unnecessary 

when prices are high but can also be damaging. Domestically, they can lead to an overreaction in the 

production patterns, leading farmers to expand production beyond what the longer term demand might 

justify. In the next season, European farmers can be worse off in comparison to a situation without those 

subsidies.  

 

Increased exports as an outlet for the expanded production  

In years of surges, the food economy has reacted to expanded production by increasing European 

exports.
2
 Some argue that growth cannot be wrong in times of scarcity. In the existing situation of highly 

distorted trade flows between the Global North and South, any EU export offensive that is based on 

artificially low prices leads to the conquering of markets for staple products of the South, which tends to 

displace growth opportunities and livelihoods of farmers there. 

 

Farmers in developing countries have suffered 

Higher world market prices have been insufficiently transmitted to farmers in developing countries, 

because of bad infrastructure and weak communication systems, and because of governmental policies 

that favour low food prices for (urban) consumers. Thus, farmers in developing countries have not 

benefited from the world market situation when compared to farmers in developed countries. European 

agricultural exporters have taken advantage of this situation. They succeeded in expanding their market 

shares for all kinds of staple foods. This was possible because of the massive support through direct 

payments and subsequent windfall profits.  

 

Less food aid when it is most needed  

While agricultural business benefits from higher food prices, less international food aid is available.
3
 This 

happens exactly when food aid is actually most needed because poor people cannot afford to buy 

expensive food. High food prices reduce the willingness of the international food aid donor community to 

grant more generous food aid. Rather, donors prefer to sell their cereals on lucrative world markets 

instead of giving it free to the international community to feed the poor.  

 

Direct payments may violate WTO rules 

If prices are low, direct payments act as an income security safety net, which is considered as “not or little 

trade distorting” by WTO rules. If prices are high and on the increase, they constitute windfall profits, 

which act like an export subsidy. It can be argued that under the WTO agreement on export competition, 

this practice constitutes an unfair offensive trade measure.  

 

Our proposal 
 
1. To curb the trade distorting impact of direct subsidies in times of price gluts, APRODEV proposes to 

create a formal link to world market prices: EU direct payments are gradually reduced if the average 

price index for agricultural products increases on the world market. These reductions should happen 

in three stages: for example, a 20 % cut should occur when prices increase by more then 50 % for a 

period of over three months, a 40 % cut should be applied when prices reach a 80 % increase, and a 

60 % cut should occur for any rise beyond 120 %.  The basis for calculations should be the average of 

                                                 
2
 The agricultural exports of Germany for instance increased from 2006 to 2007 by 14,6% and in the following year 

by 14,4%, while falling short by minus 4.8% in 2008/2009, when prices came down to normal again. In the whole of 

the EU the agricultural exports increased from 2005 to 2006 by 11% and from 2006 to 2007 by 12.1%. 
3
 This was the case in the glut period 1994-96, as well as in 2006-08. While in 2002/03 the amount of wheat 

equivalents that was given under the Food Aid Convention was 9.6 million tons, in 2006/07 it came down to 7.5 

million tons, and decreased even further in 2007/08 to 7.1 million tons. 
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the five preceding years before the glut. The price index should be based on good quality cereals for 

human consumption, such as wheat, rice or maize. 

 

2. APRODEV does not believe that this mechanism contradicts any WTO rules, though some may argue 

that it would partly reverse the decoupling principle and link it again to world market prices.
4
 The 

mechanism operates in a similar way to the EU customs policy. In certain instances, the EU had no 

difficulty in setting its MFN-duties at zero in response to high world market prices. A similar practice 

could be applied to CAP area payments. 

 

3. A correction of the simple reduction formula has to be introduced to take into account the potential 

inflation rate of input prices.
5
 

 

4. Any savings resulting from these reductions should not be transferred back to EU Member States or 

to the EU budget, but shall automatically be allocated to a funding mechanism that eases the 

problems of developing countries with high food prices at global level. The construction of the 

Marrakech decision of the WTO provides a useful orientation for the necessary tools to be used.
6
 A 

special focus should be put on EU food assistance commitments
7
 under the Food Aid Convention.

8
  

 

Who wins and who loses through our proposals? 
 
The proposed instrument aims at saving taxpayers’ money from free rider effects. It is meant to improve 

export competition between farmers from rich subsidised farm economies and poor neglected farming 

systems. The instrument would trigger an automatic conversion of parts of the abundant subsidies to 

where they are most needed: to save the lives of the hungry through increased food aid in times of global 

food crisis. This would be a real contribution to put the CAP´s international responsibility into practice 

 

The European farmers lose, but only relative to the potential gains they could have made if they get 

subsidies independent of the market situation. To the extent that area payments in times of higher prices 

are partly being transmitted to agricultural exporters, the food exporting industry and traders also lose. 

These “losses” are only opportunity costs, because the “losers” are still better off than in times before the glut.  

 
There are always agricultural sectors, which do not enjoy higher prices even when the general picture is 

blooming. Market niche producers like organic farmers could be among them. Other sections of farming 

could even be negatively affected, for example, if the index focuses very much on the market prices for 

cereals. Enterprises of intensive animal keeping that are net purchasers of cereal would lose twice: having 

to pay higher prices for feed and with cuts of their direct payments. This effect needs to be corrected. If 

                                                 
4
 According to our assessment this mechanism would be compatible with WTO rules, even if the decoupling is partly being 

reversed. But the objective is not to gain trade advantages, but to correct an inbuilt trade distorting feature. 
5
 In the years 2006 to 2008, not only food prices increased considerably, but also fuel and fertilizer prices. Part of 

the windfall profits of the farmers were swallowed by the cost inflation. The calculation of Appendix A takes 

account of this effect. 
6
 “Decisions on Measures Concerning the Possible Negative Effects of the Reform Programme in Least Developed 

and Net Food Importing Developing Countries”, in: The Results of the Uruguay Round of the Multilateral Trade 

Negotiations - The Legal Texts, WTO, Geneva 1994. The Marrakech Decision is constitutive part of the 

Memorandum under the GATT conclusion of the Uruguay Round. It was the important precondition of the Group of 

Net Food Importing Developing Countries (NFIDC) and the LDCs to agree to the foundation of the WTO. It lays 

down four instruments to assist NFIDC to adjust to “the reform programme leading to greater liberalisation of trade 

in agriculture” when “negative effects in terms of availability of adequate supplies of basic foodstuff” happen: food 

aid, food export credits, structural aid and financial aid to deal with the Balance of Payment problems created by 

rising food import bills.   
7
 “Food Assistance” instead of “food aid”: see proposal for a Reform of the Food Aid Convention by www.tafad.org 

8
  Food Aid Convention: Under the FAC, donor countries pledge to provide specified minimum amounts of food aid 

to developing countries with the greatest needs, irrespective of fluctuations in world food prices and supplies. FAC 

donors are encouraged to improve the effectiveness and quality of food aid in support of food security, particularly 

for the most vulnerable groups, and seek to improve member co-ordination in the field of food aid. An increasing 

proportion of donors’ operations take the form of purchases from other developing countries or of local purchases, 

mostly channelled multilaterally. 
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producer prices of one agricultural sector do not follow the general inflation rate, this sector can be 

excluded from the cuts. 

 

 

Appendix 
 
Annex A  

 

To bind direct payments to the world market price index: How does the proposal affect farm returns: A 

case study about prices and returns for farmers in southern Germany (producing good quality wheat in 

€/dt; average 75 t/ha yield) 

 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Minimum price to cover full cost without direct payments 17,55 19,31 22,28 24,20 

Minimum price to cover full cost with direct payments 12,19 15,27 18,25 20,23 

Real producer price received ex harvest 10,50 18,00 16,00  

Real producer price received beginning of Nov. 13,50 21,50 12,50  

Real producer price received end of Feb. 14,00 24,50 ?  

Minimum price under the assumption: 60 % of direct 

payments are cut in 2007 because of world market price 

increase of 140 % 

  

16,91 

 

  

 

Interpretation of the table: 

- Farmers in the pre-glut period (before 2006) could only recover their costs under the situation in 

Southern Germany with direct payments and if the harvest is not sold directly after the harvest time. 

- In 2007, when world grain prices and the farm gate price increased, but the cost of production also 

went up somewhat,  the farmers could make a good profit with direct payments and not selling their 

wheat directly after harvest time.   

- If the direct payments would had been cut according to our proposal (by 60 %, since prices increased 

by 140 %), the direct payments per dt would have come down from 4.4 €/dt to 1.4 €/dt. The return after 

this cut would still have been sufficient for the farmers to cover all their costs, even if sold directly after 

the harvest.   

- In the following year 2008 however farmers could not recover their cost of cereal production at all.  

 

Annex B 

 

In the period of 2006 to 2008 the world market price for good quality cereal increased by 140 %. In 

Germany the producer price for wheat, barley and all other grains increased from 100 €/t to 160 to 180 

€/t. A similar trend happened with rape seed (carnola): an increase from 194,40 €/t to 354,10 €/t in 2008. 

Even if the prices came down considerably in 2009 again, but remained slightly above the pre-crisis 

level, in 2010 they recovered again to a high level of 155,90 €/t for feed grain and even 195,80 €/t for 

wheat with good quality for baking flour.  

 

Appendix C 

 

Producer Prices for Different Grains in Southern Germany (€/dt) 

 

  2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 

Malting Barley  10,1     11,1     18,8     27,0 

Bread Wheat   8,7     9,5     13,3     21,9 

Maize   9,0    10,2     14,2     20,0 

Increase of real producer price 2005/ to 2007/008 is 121 %. 

 


